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Bio Fungicide

Bio fungicide consists of fungi and bacteria that are beneficial to the plant and soil. They are microorganisms that are commonly found in the soil hence they do not pose any harmful effect on the plant. We offer a wide range of bio fungicide that are selected based on the plant and soil type in which they are to be used. We rank as prominent manufacturer, supplier and exporter of wide range of bio fungicide.
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Organic Fungicide

Organic fungicide are the special kind of fungicide prepared from natural ingredients in order to avoid any toxic effect on the soil or plant. The quantity of organic fungicide used in the soil must be limited or else it may pose negative effect.

As manufacturer, we add humic acid, amino acid, sulphur in the fungicide to provide necessary nutrients. The organic fungicide that we offer are according to the type of crop in which it is to be used. This helps in increasing the productivity of the crop.
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Bio Larvicide

Larvicide is a insecticide that is targeted on the insects that pose harmful effect on the plant. The contents in the larvicide vary according to the insect against which it is to be used. Bio larvicide contains biological ingredients that are beneficial to the soil. We have gained top reputation as manufacturer and most reliable exporter, supplier of bio larvicide.

The range differs in the various constituents in it. This saves the crop from various insects that can damage the health and fruit of crop.
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Organic Insecticide

The use of organic insecticides is increasing as they act as best repellent to harmful pests and insects. They are made from completely organic ingredients and hence are safe for use on the plants. We supply and export wide assortment of organic insecticide at leading and competitive price range. The organic insecticide we offer are in various size of packaging. They do not cause any harm to the human health when added into the soil.
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Bio Fertilizer

Bio fertilizers are used to improve the fertility of the soil. This helps to increase the production of fruit. Bio fertilizer contains living organisms that promotes the growth of the plant and improves the quality of fruit. We have become the leading manufacturer of bio fertilizers and have also attained the position of top exporter and supplier. They are offered in various packaging quantity.
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Organic Fertilizer

Organic fertilizer is derived from the natural ingredients like animal matter, compost, excreta and vegetable matter. They act as conditioners of soil and plant. The organic fertilizer does not have any negative effect on the plant or soil. Jaivik crop care is prominent manufacturer, supplier and exporter of organic fertilizer suitable for your plants. The organic fertilizer are so made that they are completely safe for use in the soil. The contents in the organic fertilizer also varies in each variety. This helps the client to select the best suitable fertilizer according to the plant.
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Contact Us

Address: B-704 Signature-2, Sanand Road, Nr. Sanand Cross Road, Sarkhej, Ahmedabad – 380007, Gujarat, India.

Email: info@jaivikcropcare.com
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